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ABSTRACT: The aim of this article is to understand alliances in order to reduce the risks of their fail. Thus, understanding the
governance of alliances can provide critical insights into how such ties can be better managed: we focus on the coordinationcooperation relationship.
The first part of this article, we will give a theoretical back ground about cooperation and coordination. A conceptual
framework of the coordination/cooperation process is developed. Then, based on action research of alliances projects, we
explain a part of strategic alliance management thanks to our management of an alliance project of 14 partners from 7
countries. In order to maximize our comprehension, we realize surveys and interviews. This study high lightens the existence
of a process coordination-cooperation which is sequenced and cycled that allows achieving objectives of strategic alliance
and also partners objectives.
For improving the performance and the success of the alliance project, it is necessary that the coordination-cooperation
process go through different strategic level of different partners engaged in the alliance project.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In his article, which received the « 2014 Dan and Mary Lou Schendel Best Paper Prize », [1] defines strategic alliances like
« voluntary arrangements between firms involving exchange, sharing, or co-development of products, technologies, or
service ». They are the cooperation and collaboration of two or more independent companies each of which has its own
culture, own agenda, and strategy.
An alliance is commonly defined as any voluntarily initiated cooperative agreement between firms or organizations that
involves exchange, sharing and/or co-development, and it can include contributions by partners of capital, technology, or
firm-specific assets [2]. Strategic alliances are long-term collaborative arrangements between two or more firms to execute
specific transactions for mutual gain and to maximize performance through cost reduction, knowledge acquisition, and/or
market expansion [3].
Inter-organizational cooperation in networks is becoming increasingly important, and as such there are numerous
companies which participate in various networks to gain a competitive advantage. Strategic alliances have quickly become a
major strategic tool that few firms can afford to ignore ([4]; [5]; [6]). Andersen Consultancy made a survey in which they
researched how important it is for companies to have alliances with companies in the same branch of industry; in this survey
17% of the senior managers indicated that alliances are important, 36% of these senior managers indicated that alliances will
have a vital importance within 10 years [7].
Alliances have been seen as attractive vehicles through which companies can grow and expand their scope [8]. Alliances
help firms strengthen their competitive position by enhancing market power [9], increasing efficiencies [10], accessing new
or critical resources or capabilities [11], entering new markets [12], expand its zone of uncertainty [13] and to get the scale’s
economy [14]. Strategic alliances’ value-creating potential makes them an important source of competitive advantage ([15];
[16]).
Corresponding Author: H. Achelhi
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Research has concentrated in particular on alliance characteristics and structure such as the nature of the contracts and
various factors influencing the relationship. 1975s, transaction cost theory [17] resource dependence theory [18] have been
applied to understand why alliances were used as an organization form.
Studies analyzed focuses on the subject of the agreements [19], their importance for firms ([20]; [21]), their configuration
([19]; [22]; [23]), their legal forms ([24]; [25]), the interplay between cooperation and competition ([26], [27]; [28]; [29]).
Some other studies focus on goals. Ref. [30] pointed out top level executives of companies want to establish strategic
alliances:
1. Obtain supplementary products and services that they are not able to develop by themselves ([30]; [31]; [32]; [33]).
2. Cospecializate « the synergistic value creation that result from the combing of previously separate resources and
knowledge resource ([30], [34], [35])
3. Gain values by bringing together the resources or to create value by developing and accessing strategically critical
resources ([14]; [36]; [37]) or values by learning ([30]; [31]; [38]; [39]).
Knowledge has emerged as a central theme in the resource based and alliance literature and is seen as the strategically
most important source of competitive advantage ([40]; [41]; [42]; [43]). Some studies have investigated knowledge transfer
across organizational boundaries ([44]; [45]; [46]), learning process ([34]; [47]), codified and sharing know-how ([48]; [49]),
capability of effectively knowledge transfer [50], or why some companies may learn more than others [51].
Alliance research shows that some firms consistently have greater success with their alliances than other firms do.
Researchers have suggested that such firms possess more experience in alliances ([52]; [53]; [54]), others possess alliance
capability ([1]; [49]; [53]; [55]).
Studies present the social view of the alliance: Interpersonal relationship [56], trust [57], trust and commitment ([58],
[59]), trust and distrust ([29]; [60]; [61]), effects of partners’ communication behavior [62], interfere culture [63]. According
to [64], cultural differences and linguistic barriers often create problems and frustration between the parties involved in a
strategic alliance.
Despite the fact that alliances represent a growing element of business strategy, they are difficult to manage and to make
successful. They can become black holes for management time and resources. Alliances between organizations quite often
result in failure: between 50 and 80% ([65]; [66]; [67]; [68]; [69]; [70]), or 60-70% (KPMG, 1996) or approximately 60% [71].
More recently, studies have shown that between 30% and 70% of alliances fail [72]. The large number of failures would
suggest that there exists a gap between an understanding of alliance formation and the practice of alliance management
[73].
Numerous survey have been conducted into the success and failure factors, but the success rates of alliances have not
improved: inherent conflict resulting from goal divergence, partner opportunism and cultural differences ([34]; [74]),
improper partner selection [47], asymmetrical alliance objectives and an expectation of learning through private benefits
([74]; [75]), partner underinvest in the alliance after achieving its learning objectives ([31]; [75]).
Some scholars have suggested that an ability to effectively manage inter-firm alliances is a source of competitive
advantage to firms ([76]; [77]). For [30], few executives have more than a superficial understanding of what drives the
economic and competitive consequences of strategic alliances.
Little attention has been devoted to alliance management [78], the objective of this paper.
Our aim in this paper id to present a model of alliance governance, based on our action research of alliances projects, in
order to improve the performance of alliance project managers.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 present theoretical backgrounds of cooperation and coordination. Section 3
focuses on our research methodology. Section 4 presents our results. A model of cooperation-coordination process will be
developed. And finally, conclusions and perspectives of our study are drawn in section 5.

2

THEORY AND HYPOTHESIS

In this part we will present the various theoretical contributions on coordination and that discuss the link between
cooperation and coordination in a strategic alliance. We will examine the implications of mutual influence between them and
their super additive effect on the alliance project performance.
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2.1

COORDINATION

« Every organized human activity … gives rise to two fundamental and opposing requirements: the division of labor into
various tasks, and the coordination of these tasks to accomplish the activity » [79].
In order to explain the importance of coordination, [1] asks us to imagine an ideal situation: an alliance is formed
between two firms that have complete confidence in each other and face no appropriation concerns whatsoever. Despite
this frictionless situation, they must still coordinate the division of labor and the interface of activities and products between
them. This creates considerable uncertainty that alliance partners consider at the time they form an alliance and attempt to
answer in structuring the relationship. Hierarchical controls can be an effective solution in situations of high anticipated
coordination coasts. As noted by [80] an important basis for hierarchical controls in their ability to provide superior task
coordination, especially in situations involving high interdependence and coordination. Ref. [76] suggests that coordination in
the presence of relational controls is superior and that “self-enforcing safeguards” such as relational controls result in lower
transaction costs than using formal controls does. Ref. [80] suggests that in innovation contexts “inter-firm trust can be an
extraordinary lubricant for alliances that involve considerable interdependence and task coordination between partners.”
« Coordination is the process of building programs by gluing together active pieces ». [81]. Inter organizational
coordination is formally defined as the extent of routines to coordinate activities and resources with the alliance partner [82].
« Coordination is the process by which an agent reason about its local actions and the (anticipated) actions of others to try
and ensure the community acts in a coherent manner, is perhaps the key problem of the discipline of Distributed Artificial
Intelligence » [83].
Ref. [84] defines coordination as the deliberate and orderly alignment or adjustment of partner’s actions to achieve
jointly detriment goals.
Ref. [85] defines coordination based on the work of [86] as "the management of interdependencies between actors,
actions, resources and products."
Coordinate is arranged a set of part following a logical plan for a specific purpose. The synonyms are commonly offered
"arrangement", "order", and «organization". Coordination is a "rational collective order"[87]. Ref. [84] define coordination as
the deliberate and orderly alignment or adjustment of partner's share to the detriment jointly accomplish achieve goals.
Coordination involves the specification and operation of information-sharing, decision-making, and feedback mechanisms in
the relationship to unify and bring order to partners’ efforts, and to combine partners’ resources in productive ways: its seeks
to ensure that partners yield the desired outcomes with minimal process losses [84].
Coordination is broadly understood in the social sciences as the linking, meshing, synchronization, or alignment of actions
[88]. « ... When an agent voluntarily enters into a relationship with and adopts the goal of another agent such that the
interdependencies between the agents’ activities are managed to achieve the goal… » [89].
Teams develop ‘habitual routines’ [90] that make them less open to change. These consistent behaviors enable teams to
perform without allocating additional mental and coordinative effort, but as they become more rigid it becomes increasingly
difficult for a team to adapt [91].
Some researchers have argued that coordination is central to team effectiveness ([92]; [93]). Ref. [92] find that
coordination positively influences dyadic team performance in flight simulated tasks. Without well-coordinated integration
and full cooperation, it would be difficult for allied airlines to reduce through-ticket fares through elimination of double
marginalization or efficiency gain.
When teams make important decisions, they must coordinate activities among their members to be effective [94]. In
addition, when teams or organizations engage in complex and interdependent tasks, a common (or “shared”) understanding
of the task is tremendously important.
Teams distinguish themselves from other teams by way of their boundaries, internal structures, behaviors, the attitudes
of constituent members, the type of resources they obtain and use, specific language, … Cultural differences also make
cognitive differences between these boundary spanners more likely [95]: they may have different conceptions of required
tasks and of the alliance‘s environment, and may disagree about which task interdependencies and uncertainties are most
important, about how much alignment is required or desirable, and about when the right level of alignment has been
achieved [96].
The coordination challenges created by this heterogeneity can impede the effectiveness of inter-unit collaboration or
“integration”, even when employees are motivated to undertake collaborative efforts [97].
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Organizations engage in coordination efforts to manage the task interdependence that can flow a given division of labor
([98]; [99]). Coordinating actions is further complicated by the fact that actors cannot assume that their interests and goals
are perfectly aligned [100].
A number of researchers present the importance of coordination of alliance activities as a condition of its success ([101];
[102]; [103]). Ref. [104] suggest to intensely coordinate the alliance and to be aware of dysfunctional tendencies that erode
alliance value. Ref. [105] show the relationship with coordination and alliance success: having a dedicated alliance function,
which is responsible for overseeing and coordinating a firm’s alliance activity, was positively linked to greater alliance
success.
In order to meet the coordination requirements and to guarantee a holistic management approach in a multi-alliance
environment, many companies have established an ‘alliance function’ ([106]; [107]).
Indeed, firms with the dedicated function achieved a 25% higher long-term success rate with alliances than firms without
the function. The mandate for a dedicated alliance management function is broad, as shown by [106] call for it to, “...
coordinate all alliance-related activity within the organization and (to institutionalize) processes and systems to teach, share,
and leverage prior alliance-management experience and know-how throughout the company.” Such an alliance function is
also proposed by some authors, although literature on multi-alliance situations normally focuses on specific problems, such
as control aspects ([106]; [107]; [108]; [109]; [110]).
Other case-based studies [111] explain the importance of the alliance function for alliance capability and a firm’s overall
alliance success. First, it facilitates strategic and operational coordination between the firm’s numerous alliances. Second, it
becomes a focal point for attracting, screening, and identifying appropriate alliance opportunities. Third, it guides individual
business units on a variety of alliance-related issues such as searching and selecting appropriate partners, drafting legal
agreements, etc. [112]. Fourth, it can serve as a focal point for initiating organization-wide efforts to learn and accumulate
alliance management lessons and best practices within a firm. Collectively, these actions not only enable better integration
across all alliances in a firm, but also help improve its alliance management skills. Hewlett-Packard, Oracle, Siebel, Citibank,
and Eli Lilly are some of the companies that have created an alliance function and achieved greater alliance success ([111];
[113]).
Risk aversion is a potentially important constraint on the use of performance-based incentives in general [114]. Group
level incentives may motivate employees to collaborate but also forces them to bear the risks associated with noise in not
only their own, but other’s performance as well [115].
Coordinating mechanism involves the rhythmic patterns of interacting entities and how (if at all) these rhythmic patterns
may converge [116]. There are two primary properties to these rhythms: that of cycle and pace. The term “cycle” refers to
one complete implementation of a repeating phenomenon [117] and “pace” refers to the speed in which the cycles entrain,
imposing a boundary condition of sorts for the entrainment of cyclic activity [116]. Ref. [118] provide an example of pacing
when they refer to “time pacing”, which is the rhythmic timing of events such as entering a new market.
Researchers differentiate two central coordination tasks of alliance management: inter organizational coordination
(governance of individual alliances) and alliance portfolio coordination (integration of all of an organization’s strategic
alliance) [119].
Interorganizational coordination ensures that single alliances are governed efficiently and that the legitimacy of
transaction between the partners is enhanced [120]. The need for coordinating the alliance portfolio is primarily a result of
the interdependences between the individual alliances. Alliance portfolio coordination aims to identify these
interdependences, avoid duplicate actions and produce synergies among the individual alliances ([121]; [122]). Further
alliance portfolio coordination aims to allocate limited resources to alliance projects that allow maximum profit ensuring
conflict reduction, which consider a key advantage of alliance portfolio coordination [123].
Ref. [122] identifies four tasks of portfolio management: strategy, monitoring, coordination and establishment of an
alliance management system. For this companies need to create a dedicated alliance function.
Ref. [124] present three coordination factors: Ongoing communication, modularity and tacit coordination.
The ongoing communication is the most intuitive and perhaps the most potent category of mechanisms for common
ground necessary for coordinated action [125]. Classical discussions of “feedback” or “mutual adjustment” implicitly invoke
the notion of ongoing communication so as to update common ground dynamically to achieve coordination [124]. Ongoing
communication is more effective when it occurs between collocated individuals, since it facilitates face-to-face
communication in a shared social context [126].
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Modularity is a second category of approaches toward coordination. In organizations, the modules are typically
interdependent units: project teams, divisions, or firms … and interfaces include standard operating procedures, design rules,
plans, and schedules that specify what each unit must do so that their actions are coordinated. In general terms, an interface
is a description of how the modules of a system interact with each other. If designed well, knowledge of the interface to
achieve coordinated action are limiting the need for ongoing communication. Thus, whereas ongoing communication
constantly updates common ground, modularity involves working with a minimal, constant level of common ground that is
embedded in the interface.
Third generic approach to coordination, that relies primarily on tacit coordination. It work in two broad ways: (a) by
leveraging preexisting common ground that may not be specific to the task at hand and (b) by building common ground
through observation of the work context, and actions and outcomes, rather than direct communication.
Different coordinating mechanisms are applied, ranging from strict centralization to great autonomy of those centers
([127]; [128]).
Ref. [129] argues that coordination is based on two events: the ratification of a proposal and the revision and subsequent
ratification of proposals. Like contracts, any form of revision must be met with full and voluntary agreement with all parties.
2.2

COOPERATION - COORDINATION RELATIONSHIP

A review of cooperation and coordination related research so far has shown that most studies consider cooperation and
coordination issues in isolation from each other [130], or tend to do not difference between them [131]. A better
cooperation is assumed to lead to higher performance independent of coordination efforts and vice versa ([132]; [133]).
Few recent studies, however, have begun to examine how cooperation and coordination issues interrelate. They
examine: how cooperation/coordination, independently or jointly, impacts the alliance’ results. Some studies point the
possibility that cooperation and coordination-related relationship characteristics shape performance interactively rather that
independently ([98]; [134]; [135]). Other studies have suggested that cooperation and coordination depend on and influence
each other and have a joint impact on alliance outcomes that exceeds their combined individual impacts [136].
The distinction between cooperation and coordination has been previously used to delineate the understanding facets of
collaboration within organizations ([98]; [135]).
Ref. [137] is based on the micro-sociological approach of inter-individual cooperation in industrial partnerships,
differentiates the two concepts in some basic dimensions:
•
•

Coordination is on the prescription plan (« to tell »), it defines an order, a static structure.
And cooperation on that of action (« to act »), it is a dynamic process.

Some authors present that the cooperation is the most advanced form of coordination ([138]; [139]).
The problem of cooperation (aligning interests) is a problem of motivation, and can be alleviated if not resolved through
incentives. In contrast, coordination problems (aligning actions) are fundamentally cognitive in origin, and require shared
understanding and common ground to be solved [136].
Two alternative logics can account for such a super-additive effect: inherent complementarity, which suggests that a
change in the extent or quality of cooperation changes the impact of existing coordination efforts and vice versa; and mutual
incremental reinforcement, which suggest that a change in the extent or quality of cooperation leads to subsequent changes
in coordination efforts and vice versa, resulting in an interactive effect over time [140].
According to the logic of complementarity, increasing cooperation should enhance the marginal impact of a given level of
coordination and vice versa: better cooperation makes any coordination effort more beneficial and vice versa, or in the more
specific sense that a particular cooperation provision enhances the effectiveness of a particular coordination mechanism or
vice versa.
2.3

COOPERATION-COORDINATION PROCESS

Depending on our literature search, we are the first researchers who discussed the cooperation-coordination process in
strategic alliances. Ref. [135] present complementarity between the two levels of alliances: coordination and cooperation.
Coordination is related to planning and thinking of the best solution, cooperation is the implementation of this reflection in
reality.
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Some authors discuss the synergy between the two concepts. In the case of teamwork, [141] discuss the importance of
this synergy: « the enterprise’s requirement and philosophy and form the high cooperation and coordination synergies to
achieve the communal development of the individual and the enterprise and to display the group superiority » [141], which
joined [131] conclusion. In the case of alliances, [140] present the necessity of the synergy « cooperation/coordination
synergies would be achieved over time even if no complementarity effects existed at any given moment » [140].
Coordination is thinking about the best organization in order to achieve objectives. Coordination is « a set of processes
that combine and articulate actions and decisions of different individuals or groups to produce a collective result » [142].
According to this definition, the coordination objective is the collective purpose satisfaction.
We conclude that coordination is organization’s thinking that seeks the collective efficiency through actions synergy of
different partners.
After actions’ coordination, participants execute the process, implement the plan: this is the cooperation level.
Cooperation begins with the practical implementation of planned actions.
Each partner seeks, through cooperation, to realize its own objective. Therefore, through cooperation work, partners
seek individual effectiveness through the collective work.
Hypothesis 1. A planned collective work has two levels: coordination and cooperation.
Hyp 1a. Coordination seek the collective success,
Hyp 1b. Cooperation seek the individual success
2.4

COOPERATION-COORDINATION THROUGH ORGANIZATION HIERARCHICAL LEVELS

It is known that the implementation of actions in organization goes through its different hierarchical levels: strategic,
tactic and operational. Strategy includes the early planning and more objective-setting functions while tactics included the
action steps, or processes of task accomplishment. Authors present distinctions between strategy and tactics in strategic
management literature. « strategy is considered a deliberate planning process (formal), initiated by top management (topdown), based on an elaborate industry analysis (rational) and aimed at designing a cohesive grand strategy for the
corporation (consistency) » [143]. Strategic planning consists of planning processes that are undertaken in firms to develop
strategies that might contribute to performance ([144]; [145]; [146]). Ref. [147] using an empirical investigations show that
strategic planning can contribute to performance of small companies.
In alliances, we have the same kind of organization. Inter-organizational alliances consist of « multiple layers of
committees and steering groups or boards and a range of cross-organizational working groups to tackle different aspects of
the collaboration agenda » [148]. For [149], there are three representative team types for alliances: executive management,
alliance management, and support. Executive management teams are a form of management team that has responsibility for
determination of organizational direction and ongoing alliance governance. Alliance management teams operate in the
manner of self-managing work teams and are responsible for coordination and delivery of the designated operational
outcomes of the alliance. Support teams have responsibility for functions that augment the creation of the relationship or
facilitate the delivery of alliance outcomes.
The decision to pursue alliances is often made by an executive level management team, and due diligence is performed
by teams of individuals representing finance, legal and tax functions within a firm [150]. Teams composed of representatives
from the appropriate operating groups then execute the alliance after the agreement is finalized ([151]; [152]; [153]). Given
the numbers of teams interacting in an alliance, it should be no wonder that the inability to manage teams’ alliance is
considered an important reason such collaborations fail [154].
Hypothesis 2: to achieve the goals of the alliance, therefore ensure its success, it is necessary that the
coordination/cooperation cycle goes through the different hierarchical levels of the various organizations involved in the
relationship.
In order to examine our hypotheses, we based on action-research which lasted more than 4 years.

3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Our goal is to understand as fully as possible the phenomenon of alliance management. In this part of our article, we will
present our methodology and explain reasons.
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In order to understand the strategic alliances management, it isn’t enough to realize an investigation or having a database
general study. They may reveal and confirm only explicit knowledge. For understanding and shed light on tacit knowledge, it
is imperative to do a research action study, or at least a longitudinal study. This method led us to delve deeply on the
machinery of alliances management.
The authors of this article elaborate and managed a Tempus European project –icre@- in order to transfer competences
on innovation. This project was between 14 universities from 7 countries. 7 UE and 7 Maghreb : 2 from France, 1 from Italy, 2
from Spain, 1 from Germany, 3 from Morocco, 2 from Algeria and 2 from Tunisia. The project budget is 1, 47 Million euros.
3.1

ACTION-RESEARCH PRESENTATION

During the 4 years of long in depth for this alliance, we closely examined project team’s interactions. We talk about an
action research (AR). « Thus, by design, AR openly engages the researcher and participants in a collaboration mode from the
start of a study ([155]; [156]: Qualitative research from start to finish). Also, [157] lays out 10 major characteristics of action
research. We will present and discuss each in turn compared to our study.
Table 1. The 10 major characteristics of action research: applied to our research

Ref. [157] characteristics
1) Action research take action

Our case
Two researchers of this subject were involved to manage the project.
One of them hired at full time. Two other researchers participate to
both research and project.
2) AR always involves two goals: solve a problem and As we pointed out earlier, we managed the project, so our first
contribute to science
objective is to overcome difficulties. Also, stand back from the action
and reflect on it as it happens in order to contribute theory.
3) AR is interactive: cooperation between the
In our formal and informal meeting with all partners, we discuss our
researchers and the client personnel, and continuous observations. Sometimes, partners provide more details if necessary.
adjustment to new information
4) AR aims at developing holistic understanding
We always look to have a broad view of the system works. The multiduring a project and recognizing complexity
cultural of researchers helped the understanding of situations
especially the informal people subsystems.
5) AR is fundamentally about change: understanding, The aim of icre@ project is the development of innovative training
planning and implementation of change in
system with each Maghreb partner. We accompanied our partners in
organizations
the implementation of their actions.
6) AR requires an understanding of the ethical
The multicultural team, trust between the team and the partners and
framework, values and norms
the open and frank discussions have allowed us to better understand
ethical framework, values and norms that flow from principles focus
on how the action researcher woks with the members of the
organizations.
7) AR can include all types of data gathering methods Our AR is a longitudinal study; we have used triangulation techniques
to collect our data. This point will be developed following
8) AR requires a breadth of pre-understanding of the Our research began since 2003. We have conducted studies on
corporate environment, the conditions of business, innovations in the Maghreb environment (Phd) We worked with some
the structure and dynamics of operating systems and partners for several years before the project.
the theoretical underpinning of such systems
9) AR should be conducted in real time, though
9) Our bibliography research and our vision were developed at 2007,
retrospective AR is also acceptable
before the beginning of the project. We started the study at the
beginning of the project. Somme interviews were conducted few
months after the end of the project
10) The AR paradigm requires its own quality criteria in this research, the aim was to validate our hypothesis and our vision
This action research was conducted from February 2009 to June 2015. It was an opportunity for longitudinal studies on
alliance project. This kind of research methodology is well acknowledged to open possibilities of mutual learning between
academic and real worlds. The research follows the main intervention principles that aim to produce knowledge for
practitioners and create new scientific models [158].
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This research is based on an action research explored through multiple data collection methods, which in turn allowed
researchers to improve grounding of theory by triangulation techniques [159].
3.2

DATA COLLECTION

« There are two kinds of processes to record in social action research, the learning process of the host [practitioners], and
the discovery and interpretation process of the guest » [160].
Our data collection techniques are in-depth interviews and discussions, documentary and archive data, and observation.
To this list, we add diary writing [161]: the researchers written reflexions on events, ideas and actions as they evolve over
time.
For interviews and meeting conversations: during the 6 year’s times frame of our study, the initiative's team of researches
continuously maintained close contact with icre@ partners. Formal interviews took place face-to-face and informal
conversations were held alongside numerous project meeting: more than 80 days’ work meeting.
Some of the formal interview took place at the central work place of each actor, some meetings in external settings. In
addition call-backs were conducted to have more clarification for specific questions in relation with the interview.
We prepared sample questions to prompt interviewees to discuss such disruptive experiences [162]. We formulated
questions based on our theatrical lens that allowed us to look for evidence of crucial themes. During the interviews, we tried
not only to get a general impression about the course of the knowledge exchange, but also to identify incidents and critical
times for each interviewed.
We realize frequently informal exchanges in order to ensure that episodes brought up in the conversations were fresh in
the minds of the involved actors, to minimize validity concerns of recollection. Episodic interviews encourage the participant
to give a story like account of personal experiences, in particular experiences of changes or disruptions in their daily work
[163].
For us, informal data is gathered through active involvement in the day-to-day organizational process. Not only by
participation and observation, discussion but also through interventions which are made to advance the project.
At every consortium meeting (two per year), we discuss our observations and we present the next step of the project. We
participate also at two roundtable conferences attended by partners to discuss the progress of our observations and
research.
Another form of triangulation is the use of multiple investigators [164]. Ref. [159] suggested that the use of multiple
investigators leads to a better ability to handle the richness of the contextual data and more confidence in research finding.
Our objective is to capture the reality, so we have 4 researchers involved in this study: two at full time (the authors of this
article), the others help establish our impartiality as researchers. An action researcher « acts and simultaneously obsesses
himself acting » [165]. But he should have someone how observe and help him to do it better.
3.3

ACTION-RESEARCH PLANNING
Our action-research has three principals’ steps (fig1.)

Fig1. Steps of our action-research

Step 1 : From October 2008, the researchers group have worked, to develop an organization that will allow a better
management of our alliance project (Fig. 2). The overall organization is bipolar. One of the European partners ensures the
administrative responsibility and the European partners’ coordination. One of the Maghreb partners ensures the Maghreb
partners coordination. A project engineer coordinates the overall functioning operations. Three representatives from each
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part: legal representative, educational representative (either educational director or professor expert in the field of industrial
engineering) and administration representative.

Fig 2: project coordination (1st phase)

Before the launching of the project, several meetings were arranged between the project team and responsible
institutions (Presidents and Directors). After acceptance of the project by European Union, we organized the project lunching
meeting.
At the project launch meeting (February 2009), we have explained the functioning in the presence of all partners’
members. We introduced action plan for the next six months.
For the first year, we observed functioning of all partners. At least two researchers visited each partner once every six
months. We discussed with all stakeholders in the project. We sought the level of communication, commitment and
understanding of the projects objectives. We asked about the how and why of the actions performed or under way.
We presented our observations and comments to partners at the meeting of the consortium at Tangier in June 2009,
followed by a discussion between partners for an exchange of experiences. A scientific discussion took place during a round
table organized during the « CONFERE 2009 » conference in Marrakech in the presence of all Maghreb partners’
representatives. During this conference, we present our research and our research methodology.
Step2. In February 2010, at the consortium meeting at « Barcelona », we presented our observations and comments. Formal
and informal discussions have been held with participants.
In April 2010, a questionnaire was sent out to partners. His goal is to understand the internal workings of each partner as
well as its advancement level. Supporting documents was requested for each action performed.
In June 2010, at the consortium meeting at "Tunis", we asked the Maghreb partners to present their projects. Then we
explained the new organization: we opted for a separate organization because partners' objectives are different. From that
moment, instead of talking of an alliance of 14 partners, we can speak of seven partnerships that link the European partners
with each Maghreb partner (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Project Coordination (2nd phase)

The role of the project pilot is to ensure that the overall project objectives will be achieved (UE engagement). This was
possible because the partners are not subject to competition and that we brought the guarantee that the interests of each
partner will be preserved in the new organization. We made also the guarantee of transparency: two consortium meetings
per year of presentation and decision making.
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We have also set up an intercultural committee. Its role is conflict management in relation to the cultural dimension
between European and North African partners. This committee is made up of people North African origin living in Europe for
over 10 years and who are involved in the project since its launch). This decision was following an incident that took place at
a meeting. The incident origin was a lack of understanding or a misinterpretation of the message of the project coordinator.
We have established a South-South Committee to ensure exchange and encourage cooperation between the Maghreb
partners.
From June 2010, we piloted and observe the functioning of seven partnership projects. This allowed us to make
comparisons thus enrich our research.
In January 2011, the Arab Spring affects more or less our Maghreb partners. Seen from Europe, the Maghreb is a risk
zone. At the project level, we have seen the change of some leaders (senior) involved in this project. For one of the partners,
the university president and the educational representative (an establishment director) were replaced.
The reasons for project continuation and success of alliances despite this crisis will not be discussed in this article. This
part will be the object of a future publication.
In March 2011, we asked the EU the opportunity to re-plan the project actions to achieve the predicted objectives.
In March 2011, we organized a consortium in Milan. The objective was to study the impact of the Arab Spring on the
project: southern partners’ situation, the opportunity to continue the project, commitment to an additional year ...This
meeting was more focused on the relational component. We knew that our action area was limited because of the events.
Step3. In February 2012, during our consortium meeting in Algeria, we presented our schedule the last 8 months of the
project: from March to November
The last step of observation is short. We completed our observation by a survey and a discussion at the closing meeting in
"Rabat" in January 2013: a survey was sent in October 2012 to all Maghreb partners to update the information and
understand their internal working in the alliance (asking, as before, detailed justifications for each response).
During the period from March 2012 to June 2015, we conducted several interviews and discussions with the people who
were involved in the project.
During this period, several meetings between researchers involved in this research are organized: 2 to 3 half-day
meetings or one day a year.
3.4

INNER WORKINGS OF THE SEVEN MAGHREB-PARTNERS

The alliance project is built around four objectives: the development of skills through training and supervising, accredited
or graduate training, innovation plate-form and e-learning.
We are going to present our organization and normal operating that we observed of our 7 Maghreb partners.
The project management team consisted of project supervisor, project manager, executive administrator and four
responsible (one by objective). Each objective consisted of actions. The project supervisor and project manager is the
strategic level. Responsible by objective is the tactic level. The actions responsible and the executive administrator are the
operational level. For example, the development of skills through training and supervising is comprised of 12 training
modules. Each module has its responsible.
Within each partner, we have:
•
•
•

legal representative (University President or principal, strategic level),
Pedagogical representative or local coordinator (vice-president or department head) is the tactical level.
Executive administrator. For each project action, we have a responsible from each partner. It is the operational level.

Two external auditors inspect and audit each partner actions once a year. They audit the project management team in the
middle and at the end of the project.
We were interested in meetings papers and reports: consortium meetings (strategic level), coordination meetings
(tactical level) and meetings of each project action (operational level). Then, we have discussed the how and why of things in
official meetings, programmed interviews or discussions. It's has been done, in most cases, in both authors' presence,
otherwise at least one of them. We cross three information sources: responsible action reports, European expert report and
the project auditors’ reports.
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On the operational level, 27 working groups were formed. All groups were led by a Maghreb responsible except elearning group:
•
•
•
•

The development of skills through training and supervising: 12 groups were formed. Each group, by training module,
was composed of an UE expert and 7 Maghreb teachers.
Accredited or graduate training: 7 groups were formed (one per Maghreb partner). Each group was composed of
some Maghreb partner teachers and administrative staff. Each group is supervised by the UE expert.
Innovation plate-form: 7 groups were formed. Each group is supervised by the UE expert.
E-learning: one working teams charged to develop e-learning innovation. The group was lead by an UE expert.

During discussions and interviews, we asked them (27 groups’ members) to present their internal organizations, their
preparations before and after the various events. We were interested also to the results achieved in comparison with what
has been requested.
In this article, we will not develop learning component. It will be the subject of a future article. We are interested in the
organization in general. It is important to note that all partners had the same level in innovation: a new field.
To carry out our study, we have achieved 46 formal interviews and more than 120 face-to-face and informal
conversations. The formal interviews with some persons (responsible and member) involved in the project:
•
•
•
•
•

6 project management team membres (UE).
5 university presidents or principal (Maghreb).
11 pedagogical coordinators et Executive administrator (Maghreb)10 experts of different project actions (UE)
14 actions leader (Maghreb)

During this project, we studied the meetings reports held: 7 meetings consortium reports. 72 coordination reports
(project management team). 47 pilot reports (project steering meeting). About 200 meetings were conducted by the various
working groups. 3 internal audit reports and 2 EU experts audit reports.

4
4.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
COOPERATION-COORDINATION PROCESS
Throughout this project, we paid particular attention in the organization of different groups and their results.

At consortium meetings (attendance rate: 100% of Maghreb partners- over 80% of European partners), all participants
seek to coordinate their efforts to achieve the common project.
Our goals were dependent on the alliance project measurable indicators: number of trainers trained, number of
accredited training, number of students trained, number of patents, number of innovation platforms established, number of
innovation projects developed, …So, together, we look the project success. We seek: how each partner can contribute to the
success of the project.
After reading internal meetings reports of each partner, we found that, at no moment, the partners seek to achieve the
alliance project goals. All their meetings were focused on their specific objectives, sometimes different from the objectives
stated in the project report.
« we have very little obligation to follow exactly what was said at the meeting », « Opportunities should be taken, the
window of opportunity is short », « It's an internal team decision » … typical response to justify non-compliance of what was
written down in the program.
In our discussions and interviews with local coordinators (Maghreb partners) on the general objectives of the project:
57.14% do not know the project quantified deliverables.
For most of them, they are more constraints than goals. At many opportunities, the local coordinator (on behalf of legal
responsible) negotiates, out of consortium meeting, the commitment of his institution in the project.
After discussion with members of internal teams of each partner, no one knows the deliverables of their institutions for
the overall project. That means that it's not a goal at their internal meetings. Even if, these objectives were presented during
their meetings with EU experts, or when moving of the project management team to each partner or at consortium meetings
(with all involved partners in the project in attendance of their local team), they don’t know the project’s objectives.
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Asked about reasons for success of this alliance project: for the project management team: achieve project actions and
objectives. However, for the partners' local coordinators: the achievement of their own goals.
We can conclude that during coordination meetings (consortium meeting), we look for overall efficiency taking into
account all needs and constraints of all partners. It’s a win-win relationship. This validates our hypothesis 1a.
However, during the implementation phase, each partner seeks to serve his needs and expectations with little prior
consideration being given to the overall project goals. This validates our hypothesis 1b.
We can present (Fig. 4) this complementarity between coordination and cooperation by a spiral that connects reflection
to realization. Its goal is the achievement of alliance objectives by satisfying all partner’s needs. It is a dynamic vision of
collective work.
Coordination

Planification

Reflection
level
Individual
effectiveness

Group
effectiveness

Action level

Implementation
Cooperation

Fig 4. Cooperation/coordination process

4.2

COORDINATION/COOPERATION THROUGH HIERARCHICAL LEVELS

At each meeting of the consortium (strategic coordination), the collective interest (the alliance project) is discussed taking
into account the interests of each partner. During these meetings, the actions leaders are designated (EU expert). To
illustrate the operation, we will give the example of the establishment of Accredited or graduate training (A.G.T.). The leader
of this action is B (the initial of her last name).
Following this meeting, each partner brings together the internal team to implement the internal project (Strategic
Cooperation): actions and results monitoring. This meeting brings together the university president, local coordinator,
executive administrator and department head concerned by the actions to implement. During this meeting, local responsible
of each action (local project) are designated.
For our example of accredited or graduate training, responsible for each Maghreb partner are:
Table 2. List of Maghreb responsible (A.G.T action)

Partner

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Responsable
action A.G.T.

K

M

J

B

A

B

E

Each local responsible, plans the implementation of its action in coordination with the UE action leader (B). We talk about
the tactic coordination. The objective is the coordination between the internal objectives of the partner and objectives of the
overall project.
The local responsible sets up an implementation plan with the internal team. We talk about the tactical cooperation. This
plan will be validated internally by the University President, and will be communicated and validated by the UE action leader
(B, EU).
The internal team puts into practice the action plan (operational cooperation). The local responsible communicates the
results to the local coordinator (tactical level) and to the university President (strategic level).
The local responsible inform also the UE action leader who informs the project management team.
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During the consortium meetings, local coordinators present actions of their establishments. A global vision per action is
presented by the project manager.

Fig. 5. General organization of the alliance project

To get results at the project level of the alliance, it is necessary to planify the action at all levels and perform it at the
operational level. Therefore, the action must be accepted by all stakeholders. A deadlock in one of the steps between "the
strategic coordination" and "the operational cooperation" can lead to fail of the action, consequently, the fail of the alliance
(Fig. 5).
We present some examples that validate this process of coordination / cooperation at various levels.
•

1st Example : « International Innovation Week »

Action initiated by the project management team (Not in the original project) held in November 2011. It exceeds the
project partners: 28 institutions in 15 countries of 3 continents. For partners (strategic level), hosting of international events
help them to enhance its image. For the local coordinators (tactical level), it is a valuation of the work done .For the executive
team, it is a new pedagogy for the teachers: learning through projects (operational level). For this event, we had motivation
at all levels: successful action.
•

2nd Example : « Shutdown of graduate training » :

During the first year, with the Project Maghreb Coordinator, the main partner of the alliance, we set up the first
innovation training in an engineering school. This was a pilot action.
For the President, the engineering school's principal and the local coordinator, this is an action that allows the institution
to be more attractive. So Action favored at strategic and tactical levels.
To succeed this training, all teachers, from different faculties and schools, who participated in « the development of skills
through training and supervising » action, were invited to teach.
The responsible of this action, head of industrial engineering department and the teachers of the engineering school, felt
the participation of the other teachers like an invasion: activities planning, project supervision, .. .They asked to replace them
in action « the development of skills through training and supervising ». Request denied by the university President and the
project management team.
The teachers’ team of the engineering school decided to stop training during the second year. The president imposed its
opening. After the departure of the President, the team has not applied for accreditation of this training, despite requests
from the local coordinator (Vice-President), of their director and also the alliance project supervisor. This incident might
result in project failure.
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•

3rd Example : « Eggs’ game »

It is a practical activity, part of the "Introduction to Innovation" module. Construction’ game project of a machine that
receives eggs falling from a height of 2m. The raw materials imposed to build this machine are: corrugated cardboard, string,
elastic, A4 paper, tape, ruler, .…
If the responsible of the action is not involved, the trainers’ teams (expert EU) are forced to look for the raw material in
the host country for the success of the action. Sometimes, they may find nothing. So, it’s a non-complete action.
•

4th Example : « innovation platform in two locations »

Among actions of the project, the establishment of innovation platforms remains an important action at the originality
and investment (100 to 120 k euros per platform) levels.
That partner had decided to open accredited training between the engineering school and the business and management
school. The local coordinator was the director of the business and management school. For the platform, the local
coordinator decided to put the software part to the engineering school and to put the rapid prototyping machine at the
business school. So, Engineering students have never seen the rapid prototyping process. As well, the rapid prototype
machine has never worked, because the business school students have not software and do not master the stratoconception
technics.
A wrong decision at the tactical level might cause project failure. Because the project success depends on developed
innovation projects, patents,
Coordination failure might also be caused from the cognitive limitations of those who design and implement coordination
mechanisms, from cultural differences, and from the rigidities and immobility of existing structures.
It is important to note that for groups that have worked well, members have developed relationships between them that
go beyond the professional framework, between them and with the EU expert. The participants talk about the « enjoyment
to see the group member ». « I participated to help my colleague to realize his objectives ».
We can conclude that the development of individual relationship influences the coordination quality at all levels.
For the success of the alliance, it is necessary that the coordination/cooperation cycle go through all organizational levels.
This validates our hypothesis 2.
The commitment in the alliance project is often a decision of the head of the institution (President or Director). Generally,
the responsible of an establishment creates a local team with a manager. The difficulty is that the team members have not
always chosen the theme of neither the alliance nor the partners with whom they will work. Thus, individual interests may
not coincide with the interests of the establishment or with those of the project. This can be described as an enforced
cooperation / coordination.
However, the type of interest is not the same for all players. Thus we observed three typical situations:
1 / All actors found an interest in the action and in this case, the results are achieved or exceeded.
2/ At least one category of actors was little incentive; in this case the results are obtained with difficulty or be partially
achieved;
3/ One or more categories of actors have no found interest, then the levels of the results are either zero or lower.
This analysis and these observations lead us to propose a representation that is expected to address these situations in
the project design phase. On the fig 6, each axis represents an actor and is graduated in three levels of interest:
• Level 0, the player has no interest
• Level 1: the actor has a moderate interest
• Level 2: the actor has a high interest
For each action, we can draw a graph and thus put is highlighted a risky situation or for certain actions, anticipate risks.
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Echec
Risk
Success

Fig. 6. Interests' level impact on the alliance project

5

GENERAL CONCLUSION

This paper is one of the few studies that shed light on the cooperation/coordination relationship in order to understand
the governance of alliances and reduce their fail. Alliance management is a special case of project management. We can
define the alliance like a multi-organization multi-project management. Each partner has its own project in the overall
alliance project. Each partner's project is composed of actions driven by different responsible. Knowing that multi-project
management generally treats the case of multiple independent goals [166], therefore, the risk of failure of projects alliances
is very high.
A planned collective work has two levels: coordination which seeks the collective success, and cooperation which seek the
individual success. The satisfaction of collective goals by the sum of the individual results is a guarantee of the success of the
alliance. Some authors consider that the success of a strategic alliance is determined by achievement of the pursued
objectives that were defined in the early stages of the relationship ([167]; [168]; [169]).
For the success of the alliance projects, it is necessary that the coordination/cooperation cycle goes through different
hierarchical levels. For that, individual interests, at each hierarchical level should be satisfied. If individual interests may not
coincide with the interests of the establishment or with those of the project, a discussion may be enough to revive the work
of the alliance. If we do not find common ground, either the change of the action responsible, or working in
coordination/cooperation without any motivation. This can be described as an enforced cooperation / coordination.
The team objectives have been discussed like a condition of alliance success: « teams’ goals should be closely aligned with
those of the alliance » [170].
Coordination depends on the objectives to be achieved and skills and team resources. However, cooperation depends on
the coordination thinking, the establishment culture, and on the desire and motivation of team members at various levels to
realize the actions.
There are many opportunities for future research:
1. Advance our understanding of when and how formal and informal coordination/cooperation mechanisms.
2. Prevent the failure of alliance projects, so how can we anticipate enforced coordination/cooperation situation in the
development of the alliance: developing forecasting tools.
3. How, operationally way, we can develop practice tools to measure rapidly the Effectiveness, Efficiency and Efficacy of a
cooperation project.
4. How learning influence participants motivation, and its impact on coordination / cooperation cycle.
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